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or happy polar bears	  
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Challenge 

EVERYONE HAS DIFFERENT OPINIONS ABOUT 
WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN 

 
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO PREDICT WHAT THE 

MARKET WILL DO 
 

How do we create a comprehensive plan 
without knowing what the future holds? 



• 2500 years of planning   

• public + private 	  







Commissioners Plan of 1811 



c. 1800 



today 



1865 



2011 



1734 



2011 



• health, safety, + welfare 

• obligation	  



How the Other Half Lives 
Studies Among the Tenements of New York (1890)  

Jacob Riis 





The 1901 Tenement House Act was the 
most far - reaching of all the tenement 

reform bills - required improved light, 
ventilation, and toilet facilities. 







Article II. Use Districts.  
 

For the purpose of regulating and restricting the location of trades and industries and the location of 

buildings designed for specified uses, the City of New York is hereby divided into three classes of districts:  

(1) residence districts, (2) business districts, and (3) unrestricted districts;  
as shown on the use district map which accompanies this resolution and is hereby declared to be part 

hereof.  The use districts designated on said map are hereby established.  The use district map 

designations and map designation rules which accompany said use district map are hereby declared to be 

part thereof.  No building or premises shall be erected or used for any purpose other than a purpose 

permitted in the use district in which such building or premises is located. 





• enabling legislation 

• models	  





The City Planning Enabling Act 
 

The report recommends, first, a clearly defined permanent planning branch in the local government, in the 

form of a commission which formulates a comprehensive plan and keeps it up to date.  The 

commission then advises the legislative and executive branches of the municipality, and the public, as to 

the importance of the plan and promotes conformance to it in the laying out of new 
streets, the construction of public works and utilities, and the private development of land. 



General Powers and Duties 
It shall be the function and duty of the commission to 

make and adopt a master plan32 for the physical 

development33 of the municipality, including any areas 

outside of its boundaries which, in the commission’s 

judgment bear relation to the planning of such a 

municipality. 

Purpose, Applicability & Effective Date 
Purpose. The purpose of the local planning requirements is to 

provide a framework for preparation of local comprehensive 

plans that will: 

-  involve all segments of the community in developing a 

vision for the community’s future; 

-  generate local pride and enthusiasm about the future of 

the community; 

-  engage the interest of citizens in implementing the plan; 

and 

-  provide a guide to everyday decision-making for use by 

local government officials and other community leaders. 

 

To this end, the planning requirements emphasize 

involvement of stakeholders and the general public in 

preparation of plans that include an exciting, well-conceived, 

and achievable vision for the future of the community. When 

implemented, the resulting plan will help the  community 

address critical issues and opportunities while moving toward 

realization of its unique vision for the community’s future. 

33 “physical development": The word “physical ” is used so as to make 
it plain that the planning commission should limit its activities to 
those problems of city life which are to be worked out through 
influencing the physical development of the territory. 

32 “a master plan”: By this expression is meant a comprehensive 
scheme of development of the general fundamentals of a municipal 
plan. An express definition has not been thought desirable or 
necessary.  

City Planning Enabling Act Local Planning Requirements 



City Planning Enabling Act Local Planning Requirements 

In March 1927, a preliminary edition of the second model,  

A Standard City Planning Enabling Act (SCPEA), was 

released, and a final version was published in 1928. The 

SCPEA covered six subjects:  

 

1.  the organization and power of the planning 

commission, which was directed to prepare and adopt 

a "master plan” 

2.  the content of the master plan for the physical 

development of the territory,  

3.  provision for adoption of a master street plan by the 

governing body,  

4.  provision for approval of all public improvements by 

the planning commission  

5.  control of private subdivision of land  

6.  provision for the establishment of a regional planning 

commission and a regional plan. 

The planning requirements also provide technical guidance to 

communities in advancing the state’s planning goals of: 

 

1.  a growing and balanced economy; 

2.  protection of environmental, natural and cultural 

resources; 

3.  provision of infrastructure and services to support 

efficient growth and development patterns; 

4.  access to adequate and affordable housing for all 

residents; 

5.  coordination of land use planning and transportation 

planning to support sustainable economic development, 

protection of natural and cultural resources and 

provision of adequate and affordable housing; and 

6.  coordination of local planning efforts with other local 

service providers and authorities, neighboring 

communities and state and regional plans. 



City Planning Enabling Act Local Planning Requirements 

They are concerned partly with rectifying past mistakes, but 

more with securing such location and development of 

streets, parks, public utilities, and public and private 

buildings as will best serve the needs of the people for their 

homes, their industry and trade, their travel about the city, 

and their recreation.  

The state goals are further elaborated in the Department’s 

Quality Community Objectives (section 110-12-1-.06(3)), 

which provide a starting point for communities to assess 

compatibility of their existing development patterns and 

policies with these planning goals. The Quality Community 

Objectives may also be employed to evaluate the community’s 

vision for the future for consistency with state planning goals. 



City Planning Enabling Act Local Planning Requirements 

Such plan, with the accompanying maps, plats, charts and 

descriptive matter shall show the commission’s 

recommendations for the development of said territory, 

including, among other things, the general location, 

character, and extent of streets, viaducts, subways, 

bridges, waterway, water fronts, boulevards, parkways, 

playgrounds, squares, parks, aviation fields, and other 

public ways, grounds and open spaces, the general location 

of public buildings and other public property and the 

general location and extent of public utilities and 

terminals… 

Overview of Planning Requirements. 

 

Plan Scope. A comprehensive plan meeting these planning 

requirements must include three components:  

 

1.   Community Assessment, 

2.   Community Participation Program, and 

3.   Community Agenda 



The City 
Planning 
Enabling 

Act 

The State Zoning Enabling Act 
 

For the purpose of promoting health, safety, morals, or the general welfare of the community the legislative 

body of cities and incorporated villages is hereby empowered to regulate and restrict the height, number of 

stories, and size of buildings and other structures: the percentage of lot that may be occupied, the 

size of yards, courts, and other open spaces, the density of population, and the location of 
buildings, structures, and land for trade, industry, residence, or other purposes. 



New and Healthy 

Old and Unhealthy 





The City 
Planning 
Enabling 

Act 

22“with a comprehensive plan": This will prevent haphazard or piecemeal zoning. No zoning should be done without such a comprehensive study. 

  
 

…shall be made in accordance with a comprehensive plan and designed to lessen congestion 

in the streets; to secure safety from fire, panic, and other dangers; to promote health and the general 

welfare; to provide adequate light and air; to prevent the overcrowding of land; to avoid undue 

concentration of population; to facilitate the adequate provision of transportation, water, sewerage, 

schools, parks… 





• the impact of early 

• regulations	  



U.S. Supreme Court 
 

Village of Euclid, Ohio v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365 (1926) 
272 U.S. 365 

 

Village of Euclid, Ohio, et al. 
v. 

Ambler Realty Co. 
No. 31. 

 
Reargued Oct. 12, 1926. 
Decided Nov. 22, 1926. 

 
[272 U.S. 365, 367] Mr. James Metzenbaum, of Cleveland, Ohio, for appellants.  
[272 U.S. 365, 371] Messrs. Newton D. Baker and Robert M. Morgan, both of Cleveland, Ohio, for appellee.  
[272 U.S. 365, 379]  



We find no difficulty in sustaining restrictions of the kind thus far reviewed. The serious question in 
the case arises over the provisions of the ordinance excluding from residential districts 

apartment houses, business houses, retail stores and shops, and other like establishments. This question 

involves the validity of what is really the crux of the more recent zoning legislation, namely, the 
creation and maintenance of residential districts, from which business and trade of every 

sort, including hotels and apartment houses, are excluded. Upon that question this court has not thus far 

spoken. The decisions of the state courts are numerous and conflicting; but those which broadly sustain 

the power greatly outnumber those which deny it altogether or narrowly limit it, and it is very apparent that 

there is a constantly increasing tendency in the direction of the broader view. We shall not attempt to 

review these decisions at length, but content ourselves with citing a few as illustrative of all.  



A nuisance may be merely a right thing in the wrong place, like a pig in the parlor instead of the barnyard.  



On November 13, 1922, an ordinance was adopted by the village council, establishing a comprehensive 
zoning plan for regulating and restricting the location of trades, [272 U.S. 365, 380] industries, apartment 

houses, two-family houses, single family houses, etc . 
  



• the meaning of the 

• decision	  



And in this there is no inconsistency, for, while the meaning of constitutional guaranties 
never varies, the scope of their application must expand or contract to meet the 

new and different conditions which are constantly coming within the field of 
their operation. In a changing world it is impossible that it should be otherwise.  



It is not meant by this, however, to exclude the possibility of cases where the 
general public interest would so far outweigh the interest of the municipality 

that the municipality would not be allowed to stand in the way.  



• a comprehensive plan is really a 

• framework	  















We constantly ask ourselves what use a project should be.  
When I ask people what this should be, invariably I get answers like –  

 
‘a Whole Foods, an organic farmers’ market, a mixed-use project 

with residential above and retail on the ground floor,’ etc. 
 

What is really the question we should be asking ourselves in these situations? 



3900 feet – ¾ Mile 

11 New York City Blocks! 



How we divide up our land is more 
important than what we do with it. 

Zoning, use changes, bulk limitations 

The size, shape, orientation, legal process of the subdivision 



• planning is really 

• measuring	  



Camp Creek Marketplace Midtown – Tech Square 



Camp Creek Marketplace 



Midtown – Tech Square 









24 intersections 
23,760 lf of streets 



8 intersections 
13,200 lf of streets 
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• the methods for 

• connecting	  





Local streets. Local streets shall be so laid out that their use by through traffic will be discouraged. 

 

Half streets. Dedication of half-streets will not be permitted. Where a dedicated or platted half-street 

exists adjacent to a tract being subdivided the other half will be dedicated unless declared unnecessary by 

the council. 

 

Dead-end streets. The length of permanent dead-end streets shall be governed by topography, size 

of tract, the surrounding area, accessibility to other streets and other physical factors. There shall be 

provided a turnaround, at the closed end, with a minimum radius for residential property of 60 feet and for 

commercial and industrial property of not less than 75 feet to centerline. 

 

Alleys. Alleys shall not be permitted. 



Through traffic. Vehicular traffic not originating or terminating in the immediate vicinity. 





• several 

• projects	  



existing mixed-use 



land is subdivided before uses are known 



uses that fit within the current vision 
 



uses are tested to insure they work 
 

















• the future of 

• regulations	  



1899 1949  

1911 2006 



1899 1949  

1911 2006 





01. Master Plan 
 

02. Standards – Public Works 
 

03. Standards – Building 
 

04. Development Controls 
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